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Gambian delegation pays working visit to NPA
The Authority this week received a delegation from the Gambia Ministry of Energy, who were in the
country on a tour to understand the petroleum downstream sector. The delegation was redeived by
the Chief Inspector, Esther Anku.
The delegation praised Ghana’s "vibrant Downstream,” and the useful lessons the sector offers for
The Gambia whose downstream petroleum sector, is still in the early stages of growth. Among other
things, the team said it has learnt many lessons from its Ghanaian counterparts, and was confident
the pricing of petroleum products, storing and uplifting of same from the depots, are of interest to
them.
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Ghana: GOIL Maintains Dividend To Shareholders Despite Covid-19 Downturn

GOIL Maintains Dividend To Shareholders Despite
Covid-19 Downturn
Ghana’s leading indigenous oil marketing company, GOIL, has maintained the 2019 dividend it
paid to its shareholders for the year 2020
despite the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic
which caused the company’s profit to dip.
The company’s profit, after tax in 2020, was
GHC90.03 million, down by 14.5 per cent,
compared to that of the previous year.
Consequently, earnings per share also fell by
14.5 per cent.

Kwame Osei Prempeh, Group Chief Executive
and Managing Director of GOIL
Despite the fall, Chairman of the Board, Mr
Kwamena Bartels said the Board has decided to
pay a dividend by the same amount as that of
last year which was GHC0.45 per share.
Speaking at the company’s 52nd Annual General
Meeting which was held virtually, Mr Kwamena
Bartels said GOIL remained committed to its
shareholders, hence, the decision to maintain
the dividend despite the impact of Covid-19
pandemic on the company’s earnings last year.
Innovation
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Mr Bartels said GOIL had put in place initiatives
especially in the area of technology to boost its
operations.
For instance, he said the company had leveraged on technology to improve its cash collection methods through the use of cashless
system by its customers to purchase items at its
service stations and other outlets.
“The company leveraged information technology to get our bank accounts credited the following day after cash collections
from our stations. The intervention has also helped to
reduce stock-outs at the
stations because our retail
dealers are directly credited
with the amounts collected at
the stations, right on the
following day,” he said.
With regard to electronic
transactions, he said GOIL
had integrated all its service
on GHlink, a national payment
platform.
“This means that any GHlink
electronic card holder can use
card to buy fuel at all our 400
service stations throughout
the country,” he said.
GOIL, he noted had also developed a mobile
phone application that would allow customers
to use QR codes for payment, a move that
would eventually phase out the use of cards for
payment.
“Whilst reducing physical cash handling, this
would further mitigate the risk of transmitting
any virus during transactions,” he said.
Source: www.energynewsafrica.com
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Nigeria’s Latest Gas-Related Power Shortages Could Have Been Avoided. Here Is Why.

Energy Minister To Lead Delegation To OTC 2021
Ghana’s Minister for Energy, Dr.
Matthew Opoku Prempeh, is
expected to lead a delegation
of government officials and
business owners to this year’s
Offshore Technology Conference (OTC) in Houston, Taxes,
USA, from 16-19 August.
The Offshore Technology Conference (OTC) is where energy
professionals around the world
meet to exchange ideas and
opinions to advance scientific
and technical knowledge for
offshore resources and environmental matters.
Since 1969, OTC’s flagship
conference is held annually at
NRG Park (formerly Reliant Park)
in Houston.
In 2020, the global event, which
usually took place in May, could
not come on because of the
outbreak of Covid-19 which led
to the cancellation of several
global events.
Dr. Matthew Opoku Prempeh, who will be attending OTC for the time since assuming office in March
this year, would deliver the keynote speech at the West Africa Session of the ‘Around the World’
series to promote FDI into Ghana’s petroleum sector.
He would also open the Ghana Delegation Pavilion at the conference as well as visit and engage
private sector investors in Houston, the Energy and Petroleum capital of the world.
OTC 2021 Participation: Delegates Registration, Travel Arrangements, Hotel Accommodation,
Ground Transportation, Electronic Brochures etc.
Please Contact:
JUBILEE TOURS
Dr. Emelia Assiakwa
Cell: 0243636770
Email: eassiakwa@gmail.com
Ghana Delegation Pavillion
Registration, Booth Purchases & Exhibition
Please Contact:
McDAN GROUP
Leonora Appiah
Cell: 024 474 8575
Email: leonora@mcdangroup.com
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Nigeria’s Latest Gas-Related Power Shortages
Could Have Been Avoided. Here Is Why.
Africa. Despite major progress
achieved over the past years, gas
infrastructures development and
maintenance remain insufficient, and
this situation combined with infrastructure sabotage results in the country
suffering from insufficient pipeline
capacity and a lack of pipeline connections. The condition of the gas transmission and distribution system is a
major constraint as domestic supply
shortages and insufficient pressure
severely affect the reliability of the
power supply.
Wale Raphael Yusuff, Managing Director, Wartsila Nigeria
What does this mean in practice?
Trunk pipelines like the ELPS require
By: Yusuff Wale, Managing Director, Wärtsilä Marine & Power sufficient volumes of natural gas to be
Services Nigeria Ltd
fed into the system within a specified
On 28 May 2021, Nigeria’s national power generation
pressure range to ensure that gas is
dropped to 3,059 MW and for the subsequent seven days
delivered to all consumers along the
remained below 4,000 MW, six per cent below average
pipeline as per the contracted quality
production. Low pressure on the Escravos-Lagos Pipeline
and quantity. A drop in the volumes
System (ELPS) left several gas turbine power plants with
leads to a drop in the pressure leading
insufficient gas supply, leading to plant shutdowns and
to disruptions between the ELPS and
widespread power blackouts.
end consumers. In such a scenario,
high pressure off-takers such as gas
Unlike gas turbine power plants, gas engine power plants
turbine power plants can no longer
have the flexibility to function during low gas pressure
operate and drop out as consumers,
events. This flexibility significantly lowers power production thus freeing up the remaining gas
risk, a supreme advantage in context of gas supply disrupvolumes for low pressure off-takers
tions and systemic power shortages.
such as reciprocating gas engine
Power cuts in Nigeria are a regular occurrence. Data from
power plants which can continue to
the Transmission Company of Nigeria (TCN) shows that from operate at full rated capacity.
2013 to 2020, the national grid system failed 84 times and
Workable solutions adapted to fluctupartially collapsed 43 times. The World Bank data on coun- ating fuel supply and load
tries with the most electricity outages in Africa showed that
in 2019, Nigeria suffered outages for 191 days out of 365.
The flexible power plants, made up of
The economic cost of power shortages in the country is
multiple engine modules which can be
estimated at around $28 billion annually – equivalent to two turned-down or fired-up instantaper cent of its Gross Domestic Product.
neously, offer a large range in power
Power plants suffer from disrupted gas supply
supply availability. In addition to being
Gas is used to fuel more than 80% of power generation
robust and versatile to manage the
capacity, in Nigeria that has the largest gas reserves in

Energynewsafrica.com
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Nigeria’s Latest Gas-Related Power Shortages Could Have Been Avoided. Here Is Why.
current generation and transmission side disturbances, they are also the perfect ally of renewable energies since they can adjust output in
response to the intermittent nature of the
weather.
Engine-based technologies also provide the
best response times to effectively adapt to
sudden excess or shortfall in electricity production. Furthermore, their modular format means
that they can be sized to meet specific requirements, for a city, for manufacturing industries, or
for local micro-grids. This makes them easier
and faster to install than larger gas turbine
plants and facilitates expansion as energy
requirements increase.
Gas turbine power plants on the other hand
involve a continuous combustion process. They
require a constant energy supply to generate
consistent output. They are not adapted to
operate on a stop-start basis, nor are they
designed to cope with the intermittent nature of
renewables. To maintain a balanced system,
flexible forms of electricity must be available to
ramp up output at the same rate that wind or
solar output fluctuates. Using small, modular,
combustion engines to provide load flexibility
enables larger combined cycle plants to provide
a stable base load taking advantage of high
efficiencies when operating at full capacity and
reducing overall energy costs.
Unlocking the full potential of Nigeria’s power
sector
The reality today is that Nigeria’s power system
faces several challenges, including blackouts,
fuel shortages, financing, maintenance,
demanding operating conditions and reduced
cooling water availability. The size of the gap
between the country’s energy needs and its
current provision is daunting but not impossible
to close.
As the largest economy in Africa, with huge gas
reserves and high solar energy potential, Nigeria has all the natural resources necessary to
meet the country’s power needs. To realise the
full benefits of this potential, flexible engine
technology offers a superior solution over gas
turbine technology. Increasing access to elec-
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tricity ranks as one of the major drivers for
business growth. Improving power sector performance, particularly for manufacturing and
services, will be central to unlocking Nigeria’s
economic growth post COVID-19.

Dr Amin Assigned To Power Sector, Agyapa Mercer To Petroleum

Dr Amin Assigned To Power Sector, Agyapa Mercer
To Petroleum

Energynewsafrica.com

Credible information available to energynewsafrica.com indicates that Dr. Mohammed Amin Adam
has been made the Deputy Minister for Energy responsible for Power while Kofi Egyapa Mercer, MP
for Secondi, has been made the Deputy Minister responsible for Petroleum.
William Owuraku Aidoo, MP for South Afigya Kwabre, who was Deputy Minister responsible for
Power during the first term of the Akufo-Addo-administration, has now been made Deputy Minister
responsible for Finance and Infrastructure.
Dr Amin Adam has worked extensively on extractive industries and resource management as a
university lecturer, advisor on resource governance and a campaigner for transparency in resource
management around the globe.
He has advised governments and provided technical support to civil society and parliamentary
committees on energy, mines and finance in Ghana, Liberia, Sierra Leone, Uganda, Tanzania, Senegal, South Sudan and Kenya.
Before working at the Ministry of Energy, Amin Adam was the Founder and Executive Director of the
Africa Centre for Energy Policy (ACEP).
He also worked as an Energy Policy Analyst at the Ministry of Energy in Ghana, Commissioner of
Ghana’s Public Utilities Regulatory Commission, Deputy Minister of State for the Northern Region,
and Mayor of Ghana’s third city of Tamale.
He was also the Africa Coordinator of extractives industries in Ibis.
He held board positions in the Open Contracting Partnership; the Natural Resources and Community Review, the Weston Oil and Gas Fund; and Zoil Oil Waste Services, among others.
Dr Adam holds a PhD. in Petroleum Economics from CEPMLP of the University of Dundee in the UK
specialising in petroleum fiscal systems, fiscal policy in resource-led economies, and resource governance.
He also holds an MPhil (Economics) and B.A. (Hons) Economics from the University of Cape Coast in
Ghana and is a Fellow of the Institute of Certified Economists of Ghana (ICEG).
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Sports

On the other hand, Andrew Kofi Egyapa Mercer is a lawyer
and holds Bachelor of Arts in Humanities and Bachelor of
Law.
He studied at the Ghana School of Law and qualified as a
lawyer in Ghana after passing his BAR examination.

Christopher Demenya tipped for vacant
Kotoko CEO position
Regarding William Owuraku Aidoo,
he is an energy consultant and a
farmer.
Prior to entering politics, he was the
Managing Director of Kucons Company Limited, a construction company
involved in the construction and
rehabilitation of dams.
He was a Senior Superintendent at
the Ghana Education Service (GES)
between 1991 and 1994 and a Senior
Manager at the Ghana Commercial
Bank (GCB) from 1995 until 2012.
While working at the bank, he doubled as a lecturer at the University of
Education, Winneba, from 2009 to
2012. As a farmer, he won the national best farmers’ award for cashew
production in Ghana in 2011.

Egyapa Mercer commenced his work with Messrs
Acquah-Sampon and Associates, a firm of solicitors based in
Accra in 2004 and joined First Atlantic Bank in Accra in 2007
as an Assistant Manager and advanced to become the head
of the Legal Department.
He resigned in 2013 to set up the Mercer Company, a
corporate and investment law firm based in Accra.

Hearts vs. Kotoko…. sports pundits call for uniformed military men to man security post

Source: www.energynewsafrica.com

Christopher Demenya has been
tipped to become Asante
Kotoko's new Chief Executive
Officer, according to local
The club's CEO Nana Yaw
Amponsah has been banned
from all football-related activities over his association with
Phar Rangers.
The Ghana FA slapped a
five-year ban on second-tier
side Phar Rangers for withdrawing from the league without a
just cause.
years.
Phar Rangers directors or shareholders of the club have also been banned by the local football
governing body.
This affects Nana Yaw Amponsah, who despite being Kotoko boss still runs the affairs of Phar Rangers as their director.
He has three days to appeal the decision and win to remain in charge as Kotoko chief executive.
However, reports are rife that the Kotoko Board of Directors are planning on appointing a new CEO
with Christopher Demenya in pole position.
Demenya is a popular figure among Kotoko faithfuls' as he currently serves as the club's Supporters
Chairman.
Ghanasoccernet.com
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36-year-old Anthony Annan eyes return to Black Stars

The darkest side of online dating

36-year-old Anthony Annan eyes return to
Black Stars

Lifestyle
The darkest side of online dating
There are lots of perks to online dating – but it has
a worrying dark side that can leave some shaken.
sin Ford and produced by Szu Ping Chan and Nisha
Patel. Adapted by Meredith Turits.
Dating apps were popular before the pandemic,
but forced isolation caused them to boom.

Anthony Annan insists he hasn't retired from international duty and is eyeing a return to the Black
The holding midfielder was a mainstay in the Black Stars at his prime. Between 2007 and 2013,
Annan made 67 appearances and scored two goals.
It has been eight years since he last wore the Black Stars jersey, but Annan hasn't given up.
“I am a Ghanaian and my doors are always open if my nation needs my services,” he told Skyy Power
FM.
The 36-year-old, currently on the books of Finnish club FC Inter Turku, made his Black Stars debut on
27 March 2007 in Sweden against Brazil.
He featured at the 2010 World Cup in South Africa and four Africa Cup of Nations tournaments.
Annan played 12 matches for Turku in the 2020/21 season.
Ghanasoccernet.com
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Although these apps have helped many people connect with other singles for years, some daters
have raised alarm bells about the environment they breed. This is especially the case for women,
who experience a disproportionate amount of harassment and abuse on the platforms, most often
from straight men.
“The toughest elements for me involved being treated much like I was being used for free sex work,”
says Shani Silver. “It doesn't feel good. It hurts.”
Silver, a New York City-based writer and host of dating podcast A Single Serving, used dating apps
for a decade. “I was often asked for a sexual favour before someone said hello, before someone told
me their actual name. Most of what was happening in that world for me was dismissal – a lot of
dismissal, a lot of being made to feel like I was of lesser value.”
These messages proliferate across platforms, and do affect both men and women. But women
appear to be disproportionally affected. Data from a 2020 Pew Research Center study confirms that
many women are experiencing some form of harassment on dating sites and apps. Of woman online
daters aged 18 to 34, 57% said they’d received sexually explicit messages or images they hadn’t
asked for. This is even the case for teen girls aged 15 to 17, who report receiving these messages as
well. A 2018 Australian study of dating-platform messages revealed that the sexist abuse and harassment does disproportionately affect women, targeted by straight men.
I was often asked for a sexual favour before someone said hello, before someone told me their
actual name – Shani Silver
Some users also report psychological stress – and even more extreme experiences. A 2017 study
from the Pew Research Center indicated 36% of online daters found their interactions “either
extremely or very upsetting”. Woman daters 18 to 35 in the 2020 Pew study also reported high
occurrences of threats of physical harm – 19% (as compared to 9% of men). And, generally, one
study showed cisgender heterosexual and bisexual men seldom expressed concerns about their
personal safety while using dating apps, while women had far higher concern.
Youth-culture writer Nancy Jo Sales was so rocked by her experience on these platforms that she
wrote a memoir about it: Nothing Personal: My Secret Life in the Dating App Inferno.
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“These things have become normalised so quickly – things that are not
normal, and should never be normal,
like the amount of abuse that happens,
and the risk and the danger of it, not
only physical but emotional,” she says,
citing her experiences. She cautions
that not everyone on dating apps is
having negative experiences, but there
are enough who are that “we need to
talk about the harm coming to
people”.
As this unnerving behaviour taints
women’s experience on dating apps, why are interactions like these allowed to perpetuate? Part of
the answer lies in the way these platforms are policed, both by the companies who make them as
well as larger governmental structures. This means detrimental effects for their targeted users – and

actions, and it’s incumbent on the platforms to introduce measures such as the ones Tinder and
Bumble have implemented. (BBC contacted six different online dating apps, but all declined to be

Accountability?
There are some mechanisms in place to cut down on these problems.
Tinder, for instance, has introduced machine learning to detect abusive messages and language, and
then ask the writer to reconsider the message before sending it. In 2020, Bumble introduced AI to
blur specific images and require user consent to view them. Some platforms have also introduced
user verification, in which the platform matches the photos uploaded to a profile with a user-provided selfie (wherein the user is photographed doing a highly specific action, so the platform can verify
the authenticity of the image). The measure is meant to help prevent catfishing and abuse, since
The effort is nice, and it’s “better than nothing – but I think we have a long way to go”, says Silver.
Many users agree. “The only thing that we have at our disposal is a block button. And while it’s there
and you can block people, what we don't take into account is that in order to block someone, you
have to experience the negativity of that action before you can block them,” she says.

Section 230 is controversial – and there are many current calls to update or get rid of it altogether.
Many argue the rule, which originated in the 1990s, is outdated as platforms and how people use
them have substantially evolved.
For now, says Sales, “it’s like the Wild West”.
Can things get better?
Currently, users mostly aren’t protected beyond the screening measures each platform chooses to
implement. Many, of course, are finding positive connections – and even lasting relationships. But,
overall, daters are still using the platforms at their own risk, especially in countries without explicit
It’s like the Wild West – Nancy Jo Sales
Beyond legal progress and corporate moves toward safety, there are also cultural changes that can
make a difference, and help protect women and other daters on these platforms, both on and
offline. Men have to be informed about how their actions are affecting the users with whom they
gender roles and an often misogynistic social attitude must be dissolved for larger progress to take
doing business, so to speak.
As for Silver, the abuse was enough. She quit the platforms, cold turkey, about two years ago. She
“They had never given me anything good. So, why was I continuing to give them access to me, my
life, my time, my money?” she says. “And when I asked myself that question, it really put things in
perspective for me. That was the very first time that I had been able to delete them, and never even
feel a small amount of desire to re-download.”
“It sounds dramatic,” she adds, “but it's like I gained my life back.”
BBC.com

One of the biggest user concerns is sexual violence that can occur when users meet up in person.
Even though there is an uptick of female dating-app users taking precautions such as charging their
phones, or informing family and friends of their plans, daters remain vulnerable to sexual violence.
In 2019, the Columbia School of Journalism in New York City and news site ProPublica found that the
Match Group, which owns around 45 dating apps, only screens for sex offenders on its paid-for apps,
not free platforms like Tinder, OKCupid and Hinge. Those findings prompted US lawmakers to investigate in May 2021, after which they introduced a bill that would require dating platforms to enforce
their rules designed to prevent fraud and abuse.
But there's a loophole in American internet law, Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act,
which dictates sites can't be held accountable for harm that comes to third parties through their
platforms. That means that this multi-billion-dollar industry mostly isn’t held to task for abusive inter-
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